Tag ita

Solid

Start your day with a smile and „Solid“ walk!
Look for the perfect morning watching a beautiful sunrise

SOFT CUSHION FOR FOREFOOT
Splayfoot-vegetable tanned calfskin ceiling insole.
Pleasurable supporting effect while walking and
standing. A longsole foam rubber insole with
splayfoot pad and support for the longitudinal arch.
Covered with finest calf leather, vegetable tanning,
extra gentle to the foot.
INDICATIONS:
l reduces pain in case of fallen arch and splayfoot
l natural support of the muscles and ligaments
*Product number: 262
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INSOLE FOR FLAT AND SPLAY FEET
Insoles for arch - and splayfoot support.
Reduces discomfort from flat or splay feet problems,
providing natural and beneficial support for the
feet, muscles and ligaments. Relief for standing and
walking. Soft foam rubber molding with foam rubber
inner joint wedge. Finest calf leather cover, vegetable
tanned, extra gentle to the foot.
*Product number: 263
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SOFT CUSHION FOR FOREFOOT
With soft cushion for the forefoot and metatarsal pad
in cases of splayfoot complaints, nonslip. Covered with
finest calf leather, vegetable tanning, extra gentle to
the foot.
*Product number: 261
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HALLUX VALGUS
Relief hallux pain at night.
Orthosis for treating hallux deformity and bunion
pain.
COLOR: blue with white
*Product number: 302
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AIR/GEL ANKLET
Post-treatment period and ankle orthopedic impairment.
The air/gel anklet orthosis has an extensive range of
medical applications in supporting the functional posttreatment period and ankle orthopaedic impairment.
COLOR: white
SIZE: one size for all adults
*Product number: 322

